
Video Interview

Summary

The Inteview Video

What I Learned
In a paragraph EXPLAIN what you 
LEARNED and how you solved at 
least one problem. 

Explain what you DID
Include that you made an interview video

What article did you read? 
Summarize the article
  
Include the title of the article
Include author name
Include main idea(s)   
Include link to article 

Embedded from 
your 

YouTube account
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Video Interview 
 
NAME__________________________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

 Title blog post Video Interview    ___ 

 Use Section Headings in blog post    ___ 

 Write Summary of Project      ___ 

 Explain what you DID     ___ 

What article did you read?  

Summarize the article    

 Include the title of the article    ___ 

 Include author name     ___  

 Include main idea(s)      ___ 

 Include link to article     ___ 

Video Lighting / Recording / Editing / Publishing 

 Video clips summarize article     ___ 

 Scenes are well lit (plenty of light on subject)   ___ 

 Include  a cut away image to support article topic  ___ 

 Upload video to YouTube     ___ 

 Set video to Unlisted in YouTube    ___ 

 Embed Video from YouTube into blog post   ___ 

 Write What I Learned in this project    ___ 

 Explain how you lit (used light in) the scenes  ___ 

 Explain how you solved a problem   ___ 

 Use proper grammar, (uppercase ‘I’, iMovie, YouTube)  ___ 

 

Reviewer’s Name ___________________  18 POINTS TOTAL ___  
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